There is a general consensus that asset returns exhibit variances that change through time. GARCH models are a popular choice to model these changing variances, as is well documented in financial literature. However, the success of GARCH in modeling historical return variances only partially extends to option pricing. Duan (1995) and Heston and Nandi (2000) among others assume normal return innovations and parametric risk premiums to derive GARCH-type pricing models. Their models consider historical and pricing (i.e. risk-neutral) return dynamics in a unified framework. Unfortunately, they also imply that, up to the risk premium, conditional volatilities of historical and pricing distributions are governed by the same model parameters. Empirical studies, for instance by Chernov and Ghysels (2000) and Christoffersen and Jacobs (2004) , show that this restriction leads to rather poor pricing and hedging performances. The reason is that changing volatility in real markets makes the perfect replication argument of Black and Scholes (1973) invalid. Markets are then incomplete in the sense that perfect replication of contingent claims using only the underlying asset and a riskless bond is impossible. Consequently, an investor would not necessarily price the option as if the distribution of its return had a different drift but unchanged volatility. Of course markets become complete if a sufficient (possibly infinite) number of contingent claims are available. In this case, a well-defined pricing density exists.
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In the markets we consider, the volatility (and hence the distribution) of historical and pricing returns is different. This occurs because state prices will be set by investorsto reflect their aggregate preferences. Our model differs from other models in the financial literature because we rely on market incompleteness to allow for a pricing distribution that is different in shape from the historical distribution. It is possible then to calibrate the pricing process directly on option prices. Although this may appear to be a purely fitting exercise, involving no constraint beyond the absence of arbitrage, the stability of the pricing process over time and across maturities imposes substantial parameter restrictions. Furthermore, economic theory imposes additional restrictions on investor preferences for aggregate wealth in different states, such as decreasing intertemporal marginal rate of substitutions. Pricing models are economically validated when these restrictions are satisfied.
This paper presents two main contributions: (1) a new GARCH pricing model and (2) the analysis of aggregate intertemporal marginal rate of substitutions. An in-depth empirical study underlies the
